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DESCRIPTION

Human Endogenous Retroviruses (HERVs) are relics of ancestral infections that affected primates’ germ line cells over the last 100 millions of years. The subsequent vertical transmission through the offspring made these sequences a major structural contributor to the host DNA, constituting nowadays about the 8% of human genetic material [1]. The endogenization process led, moreover, to the acquisition of important host physiological functions; given that multiple HERV-derived proteins have been domesticated for placenta development and homeostasis [2-4]. In addition, (H) ERVs had also a major role in the evolution of the hosts’ defenses, contributing to the shaping of the interferon system, a pivotal effector of innate immunity [5].

Independent ERVs integrations, in fact, sustained the expansion of such an important regulatory network in different mammalian lineages, by the spreading of interferon-inducible genes that have been occasionally co-opted for immune regulation purposes [5]. Due to the fact that HERVs are stable components of primates’ genome, an immune tolerance to their expressed products should theoretically have been established during development.

Contrarily, HERV proteins still show the capacity to evoke both innate and adaptive immunity, being thus widely investigated for their possible role in a number of autoimmune disorders [6,7]. HERV-derived antigens and/or specific antibodies directed against them have in fact been detected in patients with autoimmune disorders as compared to healthy individuals [6]. Such immunogenic effect is thought to rely, at least in part, on the molecular mimicry between HERV products and exogenous viral pathogen associated molecular patterns, leading to the stimulation of cellular pattern recognition receptors and the onset of autoimmune reactions [6]. A consistent amount of evidences supported the significant presence of HERV antigens in a number of diseases, such as multiple sclerosis (MS), diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and lupus [6].

However, in general, both the lack of identification of the specific HERV loci involved and the presence of a complex and poorly understood etiology prevented, until now, the definitive association of HERVs to any autoimmune disorder [8]. While it is unlikely that HERVs expression can itself trigger the disease onset, current evidences strongly suggest that their related immunogenic properties can participate to autoimmunity development, being even major determinants of its clinical manifestations.

As an example, an HERV-W derived Envelope protein was shown to be significantly present in MS active lesions, triggering specific humoral responses as well as acting as super-antigen in the nonspecific polyclonal stimulation of auto-reactive T lymphocytes [8]. Consistently, this HERV protein promoted the development of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis in mice [9] and a monoclonal antibody directed against it is currently in clinical development as MS therapeutic agent, representing the first HERV-based pharmacological approach for a human illness [10].

Overall, it is certainly likely that specific HERV sequences and their products may play an important role in autoimmunity, even without necessarily being the sole aetiological determinant. Indeed, it is probable that one or more HERV loci (or even some specific allelic variants) may participate in a complex interplay with other poorly understood co-factors, involving the host genetic predisposition in concert with behavioral and environmental triggers. The assessment of such an intriguing scenario must however rely on a stringent methodological approach, able to identify the specific HERV sequences differentially or selectively expressed in a given pathological condition and to characterize their molecular mechanisms of pathogenesis. In such a way, HERV-derived antigens would provide a potential and still unexplored source of both specific biomarkers, when expressed selectively in diseased tissues, and innovative therapeutic targets, if actively contributing to autoimmunity clinical manifestations.
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